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The explosive appreciation in housing prices from the late 1990s to the mid-2000s created significant wealth for people fortunate enough to own their own home. In many markets, double-digit appreciation year after year created home equity that homeowners tapped to pay off other debt, remodel their homes, take vacations, and buy new cars. By the mid-2000s, housing price appreciation had slowed to more traditional rates, but home prices remained quite high in most markets. Over the same period, incomes were stagnant, taking median-price housing out of the range of median-income households.

Several other factors combined to create what could be described as an affordable housing crisis in many regions of the country. First, resources for the support of affordable housing became more limited with the continuing decentralization of federal housing programs to the states. Secondly, many affordable housing units were lost to expiring uses (the conversion of subsidized developments to market-rate housing), the conversion of affordable rental developments to condominiums, and demolition. The growing local community opposition to any new development has also played a role in that it tends to focus particularly on multifamily housing, which can be more affordable than single-family housing, and on affordable housing developments with public subsidies.

The convergence of these trends has limited the housing options of many people with low and moderate incomes. Many are forced to pay a larger and larger share of their income for housing; to crowd into shared apartments, townhouses, or single-family homes; or to find housing in distant suburbs located far from their jobs. Some are forced to combine all three options—to pay a lot to live in a crowded house in exurbia.

It doesn't have to be this way. Communities can support the development of housing for people and families at a variety of income levels. And they should, in fact, because doing so makes sense from an economic development perspective. The availability of decent housing that is close to work and affordable for the jobholders upon which the proper functioning of the local economy depends is essential to the community's economic health.

All communities need teachers, firefighters, police officers, municipal employees, health care workers, contractors, landscapers, and retail salespersons, to list just a few essential service workers. Unfortunately, many communities fail to ensure that such workers have safe, affordable housing opportunities within a reasonable distance from their work. The residents of many of these communities not only passively accept this reality, but also actively oppose proposals to provide such hous-
ing. Their opposition to the local development of affordable housing may not serve the self-interest they believe they are protecting.

It is not only a community’s essential service workers who stand in need of affordable housing. The market for affordable housing is diverse and does not correspond with many people’s outdated stereotypes about who lives in affordable housing. People in all stages of the life cycle need such housing. The adult children of community residents who are just starting out in their careers need affordable housing options. The parents of residents, who may be on a fixed income, might need low-maintenance, affordable housing. Disabled people, including war veterans who suf-
ferred injuries that have affected their ability to work, need and deserve safe and affordable housing.

*Ten Principles for Developing Affordable Housing* seeks to help those who wish to develop housing for low- and moderate-income households understand what it takes to make affordable housing projects happen. It also seeks to help policy makers and community leaders understand the principles behind the production of affordable housing. It is hoped that this understanding will lead to the creation of effective affordable housing policies and programs and to the fostering of a climate that is more supportive of the development of affordable housing.

Professionals with diverse and deep experience in the field of affordable housing participated in the identification of the ten principles outlined here, beginning with the Urban Land Institute’s Affordable Housing Council under the leadership of Mike Pitchford and later under the leadership of Marty Jones. The work of the council took place over the course of several ULI fall and spring meetings, and culminated in a one-day affordable housing workshop held at ULI’s headquarters on March 29, 2006 at which participants (listed on page iii) refined and illuminated the principles.

This publication, we hope, succinctly summarizes the knowledge and experience of the experts who created it. Their collective experience in the affordable housing industry totals hundreds of years. We further hope that it will encourage the development of more affordable housing as part of localities’ efforts to achieve balanced, healthy, and sustainable communities.
Ten Principles for Developing Affordable Housing

1. Inspire Leadership
2. Build Community Support and Trust
3. Learn the Alphabet . . . and Do the Math
4. Know Your Market and Your Customers
5. Nurture Partnership
6. Select Sites for Opportunity and Choice
7. Strive for Healthy, Balanced Communities
8. Use Design to Foster Community, Safety, and Pride
9. Empower the Residents
10. Orchestrate Sustainability
Strong and creative leadership is necessary to successfully engage the public and surmount obstacles encountered in the course of developing affordable housing. People leading the effort to develop affordable housing will see the problem, dream of something better, and exhibit the passion and persistence needed to overcome barriers and achieve results. And they must inspire elected officials and community advocates to help lead the effort.

While leadership is essential for many endeavors, it is particularly important for developing affordable housing because of the length and complexity of the development process. It needs to address two great challenges: defining the problem and creating solutions. Affordable housing leaders must make the case for the importance of affordable housing to a community and they must also create and articulate a compelling vision for solutions to the lack of affordable housing.

Affordable housing efforts may get lost among competing needs in a community, particularly when public resources are limited. Affordable housing leaders can assure that their cause receives the attention and funding it deserves by documenting the need for affordable housing and its community benefits, especially the key role it

---

**The I. Donald Terner Prize**

Don Terner was an inspirational and innovative leader within the affordable housing industry. As one of the founders of BRIDGE Housing Corporation, Don set out to prove that entrepreneurial non-profit builders can make a difference by succeeding where others had failed. The success of BRIDGE stands as an enduring symbol of how one person’s vision can change the world. Ten years after Don’s untimely death in a plane crash while on a humanitarian mission in Bosnia, the University of California at Berkeley’s Center for Community Innovation inaugurated the Terner Prize for Innovation and Leadership in Affordable Housing to honor his vision. The 2006 recipient was 8NW8, a project in Portland, Oregon, that was developed by Central City Concern and designed by SERA Architects, both of Portland. For more information on the Terner Prize see [http://iurd.ced.berkeley.edu/ccicternerprize/index.html](http://iurd.ced.berkeley.edu/ccicternerprize/index.html).
plays in maintaining a healthy and vibrant regional economy.

Much of the public resistance to affordable housing stems from misperceptions about who will live in it. Often the ugliest negative stereotypes that are invoked by opponents need to be combated by telling the truth about the makeup of the market for affordable housing. This market comprises a broad spectrum of individuals and families that may include elderly couples on a fixed income, working families, and singles starting out in careers. Even the children or the parents of people living in the community may need affordable housing.

Having a variety of housing opportunities makes a community dynamic, lively, and, most importantly, sustainable. A mix of housing opportunities that accommodates a demographically diverse population helps to create a sustainable community, a community with income and age diversity.

Orchard Village in Chattanooga, Tennessee, provides affordable for-sale housing to very low- to moderate-income families and seniors. The community received a ULI Award for Excellence.
Housing that is affordable to working families and close to their places of employment is a critical component of a region’s economic health. Workers who must commute long distances because they cannot find affordable housing close to their jobs spend an excessive amount of time on the roadways that could be spent at work, and are thereby less productive and more frustrated.

While one great challenge for affordable housing leaders is making the case for affordable housing in general, the other is creating and supporting more specific solutions. It may not be difficult to reach a consensus on the finding that housing affordability is a major problem; but a consensus on how to solve the problem may prove to be more difficult.

The Economic Impact of Affordable Housing

While the direct impacts of affordable housing development—the families it helps and the direct expenditures made—are fairly obvious, its indirect impacts are harder to quantify. Chattanooga Neighborhood Enterprise (CNE), a nonprofit that provides affordable housing opportunities in Chattanooga, Tennessee, commissioned a study to look at this issue, asking specifically: What are the direct and indirect economic impacts of CNE’s efforts on the Chattanooga economy?

The direct impacts were relatively easy to assess: 3,705 households helped since the program’s inception and nearly $24 million in spending in a single fiscal year—$1 million in salaries, $1.3 million in administrative expenses, $16 million for home purchases, $2 million for home improvement projects, $3 million for affordable rental projects, and $500,000 for neighborhood public improvements.

The calculation of CNE’s indirect economic impacts more fully described the true positive economic impact that affordable housing can have on a community. Applying a 1.65 multiplier to CNE’s investment to take into account the new spending generated by the residents of the affordable housing and by CNE’s development expenditures, the researchers estimated that the true benefit to the community of CNE’s affordable housing investment was more than $35 million annually.

CNE’s presence and its development and rehabilitation efforts created an estimated annualized tax revenue of almost $1.3 million. And while CNE directly employed 36 staffers, its development activities indirectly created an estimated 258 jobs through the need for inspectors, contractors, realtors, and others in the construction and related industries.

The evidence shows that in addition to providing a public benefit by meeting a critical housing need and stabilizing many families that may otherwise be in crisis, CNE acts as a stimulus to the local economy. It provides jobs, tax revenues, and local business income well beyond a 1.65 multiplier to CNE’s direct investment.

Source: Marilyn M. Helms, The Direct and Indirect Economic Impact of Chattanooga Neighborhood Enterprise (CNE) on the Chattanooga Area, July 1, 1992, to June 30, 1994 (Chattanooga: University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, 1994).
Oftentimes, opponents of an affordable housing development will underestimate the value that diversity and affordability can bring to a community while they overestimate the negative impacts of the proposed housing. What they want—be it higher property values, a more secure neighborhood, or less traffic congestion—may not follow from the course of action, or inaction, they propose. In fact, a community’s accomplishment of a coherent vision of diversity and affordability could produce a better outcome on property values, security, and traffic than would the rejection of the vision.

To effectively challenge opponents directly and in a principled way, that is, based on a vision of a balanced, sustainable community, affordable housing leaders must align themselves with leaders in the community who can provide support at critical times. While, on one level, affordable housing leaders are fighting for the construction of affordable homes, ultimately they are arguing for larger concepts and ideas relating to fairness and equity. Leadership informed by principles of community will inspire community advocates to act and to lead. The broader community support and trust that can be engendered by principled leadership is crucial to the success of affordable housing development.
Being worthy of trust builds trust in others. Two key developer qualities—dedication to quality and open communication—facilitate collaboration and consensus as well as understanding and trust.

Building community support and trust begins with clear and open communication with everyone from the highest elected officials to the neighbors of the proposed development. A fair and open planning and design process allows all interested parties to be heard, and builds a foundation of partnership and shared goals in the community before decisions are made and implemented.

Developers can also foster support and trust by a demonstrated long-term commitment to excellence, value, and good design, as well as dedication to active management and maintenance.

Full, direct, and proactive communication in partnership with local government must be part of the process from the beginning. One of the first steps is to explain the benefits of—or establish the need for—affordable housing. Residents of a community may have a general sense that the lack of affordable housing is a problem, but they often do not fully grasp the connection between a community’s affordable housing and its economic health. Affordable housing leaders need to quantify the problem and present the possible economic repercussions of inaction. They should point out that affordable housing allows communities to attract and retain essential workers such as teachers, police officers, firefighters, and service workers; and that the relationship between jobs and housing also affects traffic congestion. Workers who are forced to travel long distances to find affordable housing not only spend disproportionately on transportation, but also contribute to regional traffic congestion. Pushing affordable housing farther and farther from employment centers only worsens traffic congestion.

Government and the business community can help in this process of education, confirming the need for affordable housing and the economic impact of losing workers who cannot afford to live in the community. Developers can then connect the need to a housing product that working families can afford.

The communication and community feedback process for earning community support and trust can make use of a combination of traditional and innovative techniques, such as:

- Internet sites that show images of proposed design solutions and announce the dates and venues of community meetings and events related to the project;
- architectural renderings that illuminate the scale and design of the project along with the anticipated finishes;
Outreach Program for Affordable Housing

Oxnard, California’s housing authority and Steadfast Residential Properties proposed to provide more affordable housing in the city by replacing a dilapidated, pre-World War II Section 8 housing project with a modern, mixed-use residential community. To conduct an outreach program that would build support for the public/private project, they hired the Los Angeles-based Consensus Planning Group, which specializes in communicating controversial and complex issues to community stakeholders, elected officials, and the media.

The proposal, which will triple the density on the site, includes townhouses, single-family homes, and apartments. The outreach project has presented a number of challenges. The current tenants needed to be assured that their living spaces would improve but that their costs would not rise. Nearby residents had to be convinced that the higher-density development would provide benefits to them.

Consensus Planning Group, which has been building community support for more than 20 years in some of California’s most NIMBY-centric and antidevelopment neighborhoods and cities, developed a strategy for proactive communication from project conception to project completion. Designed to build trust, the outreach plan focuses on building grassroots support and engaging not only tenants and neighbors, but also community institutions and opinion leaders. Cultural sensitivity to the bilingual community was critical. It was important to do more than provide informational materials in English and Spanish. The plan incorporates respectful means to build relationships, for example, plugging into church leaders and community elders who can become gateways to gaining broad support. This public/private affordable housing initiative has begun with a deep base of community support, which bodes well as the initiative moves toward the development phase.

- virtual computer models that give community members a sense of what the completed development will feel like and how it will integrate into the existing community;
- open houses at which community members are encouraged to show up for one-on-one discussions with affordable housing leaders;
- community workshops;
- community advisory groups;
The Community Preservation and Development Corporation, a nonprofit affordable housing developer based in Washington, D.C., and Northern Real Estate Urban Ventures have redeveloped the former Wiley H. Bates High School in Annapolis, Maryland, as 71 units of affordable housing and other community facilities, including a seniors’ activity center. A landmark that opened in 1933, the high school was named for a former slave who rose to great wealth and prominence in Annapolis. For decades it served as a cultural center for the local African American community. It was closed in 1981.

By the mid-1990s, a coalition of neighbors and alumni had developed a plan for the adaptive use of the 120,000-square-foot building. It took ten years to bring together the necessary resources to achieve their vision, but on September 7, 2006, the Wiley H. Bates Heritage Park reopened its doors as housing for senior citizens with incomes at 40 to 50 percent of the area median income. An excellent example of a developer working with the community and the local government, Wiley H. Bates Heritage Park incorporates the original high school flagpole and bootscraper, along with a legacy center honoring the school’s faculty, students, and namesake.
- stakeholder meetings (keep in mind that smaller meetings are more likely to be successful; larger meetings are more likely to breed incivility and create a “mob” mentality);
- local press briefings; and
- design charrettes.

The planning and marketing tools used for describing a proposed affordable housing development must be visual and must accurately simulate its real-life neighborhood effects. Visual, virtual-reality tools can be a powerful antidote to preconceived notions about affordable housing, many of which were formed by the failed high-rise public housing projects developed decades ago.

Rules for building community support and trust include the following:

- Nurture partnerships involving the private sector, government, and the broader community.
- Establish a process that allows each partner to be heard, thereby informing and reinforcing decisions that guide housing decisions.
- Ensure that all partners remain fully informed of progress.
- Do your homework.
- Be proactive about informing the community.
- Allow no surprises.
- Make only promises that can be kept.
- Be trustworthy.
Financing options for affordable housing are an alphabet soup of loans, grants, and various other programs containing numerous qualifications and restrictions. Developing affordable housing requires in-depth knowledge of these options as well as the ability to stitch a number of them together seamlessly to create a development proposal that pencils out financially. Knowing the myriad funding sources and how to put them together to make a deal work is the art of affordable housing.

LIHTC (low-income housing tax credit), HOPE VI, CDBG (community development block grant), and HOME funds as well as other U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) programs represent the bulk of project funding at the federal level. States, counties, cities, and towns often offer numerous financing and incentive programs as well, including housing trust funds. The administering authorities for these programs vary from HUD to local housing authorities and housing finance agencies (HFAs), which administer the LIHTC. Many of these HFAs offer additional state tax credits as well. While affordable housing projects generally need various funding sources, the expected commitments and reporting obligations of the programs vary, further adding to the complexity of developing affordable housing. Knowing these programs and their parameters is the first step in establishing long-term financial success.

Affordable housing developers are often constrained on several levels by both lending and program requirements. Lenders require covenants that ensure timely payments, establish reserves, and maintain various metrics (such as loan-to-value ratio and debt service coverage ratio). Further, sale and rental rates as well as a host of maintenance and public service issues are restricted or mandated by program requirements. Because of the many constraints on affordable housing, underwriting is done with a careful eye toward established operating cost percentages.
derived from comparable nearby properties. Incorporating default risk into the pro forma is likewise essential, which necessitates using a discount rate appropriate to the risk of the development as gauged by projects of similar size and scope. Affordable housing development requires a long-term perspective and must take into account future hikes in property taxes, insurance, and heating costs, which could spike operating costs and lead to negative cash flow. Understanding a project’s long-term prospects requires an inherent understanding of factors that will increase long-term financing risk.

While piecing together financing is crucial, leveraging additional public incentives is often required to make affordable housing projects financially feasible. Developers can work with local, state, and federal government agencies to obtain additional incentives for the development of affordable housing development, including land grants, tax abatements, brownfield cleanup, lower fees (for permits, water connections, and sewer hookups), and an expedited permit and entitlement process, to name just a few.

People who seek simplicity should not pursue a career in affordable housing. It is a complex endeavor with layers of financial, political, and regulatory requirements. There are, however, a limited number of programs and concepts that must be mastered. Understanding affordable housing loans, grants, and other programs and their requirements is the foundation for a career in this field. Mastering the art of affordable housing can be difficult and challenging, but ultimately rewarding on several levels.

The Low-Income Housing Tax Credit

The federal low-income housing tax credit (LIHTC) represents a major source of funding for much of the affordable housing that is being constructed today. Created under the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the credits are also called Section 42 credits after the applicable section of the Internal Revenue Code.

The LIHTC program is administered at the state level with a fixed allocation from the federal government based on the state’s population. State housing finance agencies (HFAs) are usually responsible for administering the program. The simplified explanation that follows gives a general idea of how the complicated LIHTC program works.

Each state is required to create a “qualified allocation plan,” which outlines the priorities and housing goals of the state. Developers then submit applications to the state authority. All applications must meet one of two criteria: either 20 percent of the units must be reserved for households making less than 50 percent of the area median gross income, or at least 40 percent of the units must be reserved for households making less than 60 percent of the area median gross income.

Tax credits are then awarded competitively in a few “allocation rounds” held every year to projects that best meet the state’s priorities and goals. Tax credits are awarded for 9 percent of qualified costs for a period of ten years. Developers typically “sell” the tax credits by entering into limited partnerships with an investor. Almost all investors in the tax credits are corporations, because current tax law makes these credits less valuable to individual taxpayers. Through the syndication process the tax credits are “converted” to equity for the developer at a rate of 85 to 95 cents on the dollar (discounting future dollars). The investor gets tax shelter while the developer gets much-needed equity to finance the construction of the affordable units.
Affordable housing developers should have a thorough and deep knowledge of the market in which they develop. They should also have a clear understanding of who their customers are and what they want and need. Knowledge of the market should encompass the political, social, and cultural facets of the community as well as the underlying market fundamentals. Affordable housing developers should know most elected officials and community leaders, as well as competing market-rate and affordable developers. With this knowledge and a solid understanding of basic real estate principles, they should be able to fairly assess the needs of the community and how their proposal addresses those needs. Establishing and maintaining good relationships and trust goes a long way toward avoiding misunderstandings and surprises down the road.

In-depth knowledge of the community allows developers to anticipate community concerns and proactively address them. Knowing the political situation can tell developers on whom they can (and cannot) count for support. It also can direct them to the public incentives that can make the deal financially feasible. Finding a champion in city hall for a project can make the entitlement process significantly easier.

If, as is often the case, the developer finds that the needs of potential tenants, elected officials, and neighbors are not aligned, it needs to formulate a vision that takes into account the varying viewpoints and sell this vision to the larger group of stakeholders. In some communities, public authorities will have already identified demand for workforce housing, housing for the homeless, or mixed-income communities, and thus clarified the community’s objectives for housing. Aligning the community’s housing needs with political and financial realities allows developers to achieve projects that are both sustainable and responsive to the market’s unique characteristics.

In most metropolitan areas, the demand for low-income housing far exceeds supply. Most new low-income housing communities lease up quickly and maintain waiting lists. For these developments, piecing together the necessary financing and navigating the entitlement process can be far more important than proving demand, which is often a given. Projects that involve the inclusion of market-rate or workforce
housing in mixed-income communities require a more thorough market analysis.

Market experts can help developers understand the market. A market study helps verify and quantify demand and allows for greater leverage in underwriting the development and gaining public support. Combining local and national data, a market study reveals trends that may affect the project and what the market can support. A market study can also become a selling point in convincing public officials and the community at large of the need for a proposed project.

Local brokers, property managers, housing agency officials, or consultancies can help developers understand the market. They should be asked to identify similar projects and to provide their take on why those projects succeeded or failed to gain approval and community support. Developers should simultaneously seek to understand the concerns of nearby businesses and homeowners in relation to the proposed project.
Ascertaining a project’s potential residents is an important part of the information gathering process, and knowing the characteristics of prospective residents can help developers sell their project to community stakeholders. After defining a market area, developers should collect information on the number of households, household size, average age, income, ethnicity, mobility, and tenure preferences, as well as employment, including professions and wage levels.

Some suggestions of ways for obtaining usable market information while also helping to set favorable local expectations for a proposed project include the following:

**Components of a Successful Market Study**

Preparation of a market study can be a challenging process with sometimes uncertain value, but following a logical process will produce good information for making investment decisions and influencing the community. The developer often must obtain the assistance of an independent professional who is well versed in analyzing residential markets and experienced in the local market. Increasingly, affordable housing projects involve a mix of uses, which may require researching the market for nonresidential uses, such as retail or office, as well.

A market study comprises a number of step-by-step analyses:

**Preliminary Development Proposal.** If there is a preliminary development proposal, its stakeholders (the developer, the landowner, the financing sources) need to be identified and the proposed project (number of units, pricing, design, and target market) described.

**Site Characteristics.** The location of the proposed project and the site’s existing conditions (access, visibility, topography, current uses, adjacent uses, infrastructure) and regulatory situation (zoning, parking requirements, density and height limitations) need to be identified.

**Market Area.** Is the market area for the project an entire city/county or a subarea, such as a neighborhood? It needs to be defined. Key physical and political/social features of the market area (including natural boundaries, access, city/county boundaries, school districts) should be described. Market area demographics relating to the project’s target market (specific income qualifications, specific age groups, specific occupations) should be analyzed.

**Affordable Housing Demand.** The overall demand for affordable housing in the market area needs to be assessed. This involves compiling information on households (the number of current and forecast households, household sizes, income levels, mobility, demographic segments) and employment (total current and forecast jobs, employment by professions, wage levels, major employers).

**Affordable Housing Supply.** Estimating the supply of affordable housing requires looking at the number of residential units (including the share that are single-family, townhouse, or multifamily; and that are owner- or renter-occupied), the characteristics of housing (number of bedrooms, square footage), vacancy rates, seasonal occupancy, and residential building permits. Pricing is a key factor (the values of owner-occupied units, mortgage payments, rents, and utility payments). Other useful information can be provided by analysis of the performance of comparable and competitive projects in the market area, a survey of residential land prices, and opinions of local market experts.

**Recommended Development Program.** The development program estimates the size of the project’s target market (households within income, occupational, or other qualifications; mix of market-rate and affordable housing), the market area’s capture of this target market, the project’s fair share of this capture, and the pace of sales or leasing (absorption). Market performance will depend on various elements of the program, including housing characteristics (building types, number of units, unit sizes, unit amenities), sale prices or rents, and project design and amenities/services (parking, entrance and lobby, common areas, meeting and community room, daycare and other social services, garden and deck, gym, media room, concierge).

**Project’s Financial Performance.** Financial performance hinges on development hard (land acquisition, site preparation, construction) and soft (architecture/engineering, public fees, financing, legal) costs; sale and rent revenues, selling expenses, operating expenses (vacancies, utilities, maintenance, management, marketing), and developer profit. Note that while the issue of profitability is critical to the developers and financiers of a project, it is also increasingly of interest to community leaders and residents, who want to ensure that their support for a project is not out of proportion with the relationship between the community benefit and developer’s risk.
- Frequent local eateries and nearby retail establishments, asking patrons and shop owners about the area and trends they see.

- Walk similar developments, and meet with their developers, financiers, and managers. Take note of design and amenities, as well as maintenance and livability. Your understanding the living conditions of people in your market segment will help you establish a viable project. It may also provide a good sense of what community needs are currently not being met, which can be helpful in discussions with public officials and with the ultimate approval of the project.

While demand for affordable housing is likely to far outstrip supply, developers who examine selected comparable projects and the overall supply of affordable housing may be able to identify market gaps that allow them to increase total demand for the project, improve the potential for the inclusion of market-rate housing in the project, and accelerate the project’s absorption.
An ideal partnership provides benefits to both partners, with the pairing creating an entity that is stronger than its individual parts. Affordable housing developers routinely partner with a variety of different organizations. They may seek or be asked to partner with government agencies, community development corporations, other nonprofit organizations, or for-profit, market-rate developers. The partnership format allows the originating partner to “buy” talent and experience that is relevant to the project at hand.

Affordable housing partnerships must be carefully crafted to benefit each of the partners—just as business partnerships would be. A successful partnership relies on the strengths of each partner. For-profit developers contribute real estate savvy, contacts with end users, and an understanding of financial resources; nonprofit developers may be able to access low-income housing tax credits; public sector entities can help resolve land assembly problems, ensure that the site is development-ready, ease the entitlement process, and invest in land or infrastructure costs. A public sector partner’s

Rollins Square in Boston is the product of a unique partnership between the Archdiocese of Boston, FleetBoston Financial, the city of Boston, and the AFL-CIO Housing Investment Trust.

Affordable Housing Partners: Local Initiatives Support Corporation

Established in 1979 by the Ford Foundation and headquartered in New York City, the Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC) helps resident-led, community-based development organizations transform distressed communities. The organization has a staff of 350 and 30 urban offices throughout the country.

By providing capital, technical expertise, training, and information, LISC promotes local leadership and supports affordable housing initiatives as well as the development of commercial, industrial, and community facilities. While the Ford Foundation provided initial funding, several corporate and foundation donors, including State Farm Insurance and the Walton Family Foundation, have provided generous support through the years.

LISC has created three affiliates—National Equity Fund, New Markets Support Company, and Community Development Trust—that provide equity investments for projects that support community revitalization. The National Equity Fund is the nation’s largest nonprofit syndicator of low-income housing tax credits; it has provided more than $5 billion in equity to fund more than 75,000 units of affordable housing. The New Markets Support Company allocates federal tax credits from the Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) fund to eligible communities. And the Community Development Trust is a mission-driven REIT that channels private capital into affordable housing and other community development projects.
smoothing of the entitlement process keeps the private sector developer confident, on track, and on schedule—and helps make it possible for the developer to assume the risks and to produce an outcome that reflects both the community vision and the market reality.

Successful affordable housing partnerships are able to:

- arrive at consensus on the community’s vision with the active participation of public and private stakeholders;
- participate in the development consistent with the community’s vision;
- coordinate and participate in real estate development and infrastructure financing; and
- coordinate actions of public agencies that are responsible for government services.

Partnerships provide opportunities to set mutual expectations and to share risks, costs, and rewards. They also provide a framework for conflict resolution. To help ensure a successful outcome, partners work together, obtaining financial leverage through tools such as tax-increment financing, state and federal financing, and foundation grants. Partnerships grow out of a shared vision and provide support at critical moments. A shared vision, shared risks, and a nurtured partnership will build trust and credibility.
Low- and moderate-income families do not differ from other families in their desire for housing with access to basic amenities and advantages. Accordingly, developers should site affordable housing to maximize economic and social opportunities for its residents as well as to allow for quality-of-life amenities, including access to good schools, safe streets and parks, and public transportation options.

In the past, affordable housing projects typically have been relegated to the most disadvantaged neighborhoods in their municipalities. The large-scale public affordable housing developments of the mid-20th century characteristically fostered concentrations of poor (and black) families, which had devastating effects for both the public housing residents and adjacent neighborhoods. Isolating affordable housing in distressed neighborhoods with poor schools and substandard social services severely limits opportunities for upward mobility among residents and breeds a culture of endemic poverty, hopelessness, and despair.

Affordable housing opportunities should be made available in a variety of markets and types of neighborhoods, not only in central-city neighborhoods. Rapid job growth in suburban locations has intensified the need for nearby affordable housing. Within cities, inner suburbs, and other built-up areas, affordable housing production should be an important component of infill and revitalization strategies.

While demand for affordable housing exists in older, redeveloping cities, it also exists in rural areas where wages may be significantly lower than in cities. In all markets, some community opposition to affordable housing proposals is likely to arise. See principle 2 for ideas on allaying the fears of neighbors.

Choices that influence housing decisions for most people include proximity to work, neighborhood amenities, quality of schools, and perceived safety. The choice factors for people in need of affordable housing are no different. Affordable housing should be located near appropriate retail, daycare, high-quality schools, recreational opportunities, and office and commercial districts. Nearby shopping, schools, and offices are not only amenities for residents, but they also offer employment opportunities that do not entail long commutes.

One factor that may influence lower-income families more than other families is proximity to public transportation. In 2001, almost 40 percent of the income of households earning less than $14,000 per year was spent on transportation. Every effort should be made to minimize this expense by siting affordable housing developments close to...
public transportation. Another benefit of access to public transportation is that it allows the developer to allocate less space for parking, which makes more of the land available for housing and reduces the overall land cost per unit.

The reality, of course, is that affordable housing developers often cannot compete for land in many areas where affordable housing is needed without funding assistance. Furthermore, proposals to develop affordable housing in good neighborhoods are almost bound to engender community opposition, which results in a lengthier entitlement process and legal entanglements that add expenses to pro formas that have very little room for such additional costs. Inclusionary zoning ordinances that call for the voluntary or mandatory inclusion of “affordable” units in new housing developments offer one entryway for affordable housing in a number of communities where it is scarce. Where a share of new housing construction must be set aside for low- and moderate-income households, affordable housing developers can partner with market-rate developers to provide it.

Communities with a shortage of affordable housing can help affordable housing developers compete for sites in several other ways. Those with surplus schools or school land can rehabilitate or redevelop these properties for affordable housing. Local governments can provide the rezoning or variances that may be required for converting old buildings to affordable housing. Public land or property can be conveyed to affordable housing developers under land grants or long-term leases. Communities can use their power of zoning to create value in land, which can be leveraged to create affordable housing. And affordable housing can be incorporated into new public uses including libraries, public parking garages, and municipal buildings.

A number of communities sponsor affordable housing developments on remediated brownfields (contaminated properties). The cleanup costs on brownfields can be significant, and the financial risk associated with such properties often precludes them from being financially feasible for redevelopment of any kind. Bringing remediated brownfields back into productive use as affordable housing serves the public good on several fronts: it removes blight, creates property tax revenue, and provides much-needed affordable housing.
Diversity is the hallmark of a healthy and balanced community. A healthy community provides a variety of housing types appropriate for residents in all stages of the life cycle; safe and affordable housing for people in all income groups; and housing opportunities close to jobs. The U.S. population is becoming increasingly diverse—less than a quarter of households are married with children—and American communities should reflect this diversity in their demographics.

The majority of U.S. communities have always lacked racial diversity, but many were much more economically diverse 75 years ago than they are today. In the early 20th century, a typical community blended an assortment of housing types and residents of disparate incomes and backgrounds. Residents of such a community did not consider it to be a “mixed-income community” or “social experiment,” but, rightly, to be simply their community. The fact that the richest residents lived within walking distance of some of the poorest was just a natural circumstance.

Today’s typical community is more economically segregated, a result chiefly of the migration of many upper- and middle-income households to homogenous housing developments in the suburbs—made possible by the expanding interstate highway system—and the segregation and isolation of poorer families in high-density public housing concentrated, as a matter of government policy, in the poorest urban neighborhoods.

Some communities have retained a variety of housing that is affordable and attractive to families at different levels of income, and the effort to return to healthier and more balanced communities should begin with the preservation of existing balanced neighborhoods. Throughout the country, much of the existing affordable housing stock is disappearing due to neighborhood changes, expiring uses, and market pressures. Much of this disappearing stock is rental housing, which is the only housing choice for many low-income families. Many communities that understand the connection between a housing balance and economic health are taking steps to preserve the affordable rental stock that allows working families to live near jobs that are vital to the healthy functioning of the community. In some communities, low-income housing tax credits are being used to update existing rental housing stock to preserve this vital housing option.

Neighborhood revitalization through public investment in new infrastructure or community services is a way of preserving balanced communities. In rapidly gentrifying communities, freezing or deferring the taxes of existing residents may help lower-income residents stay in place. Where the opposite of
Gentrification is occurring, that is in declining neighborhoods where the concentration of low-income housing is rising and values are dropping, steps that could help restore balance include putting a limit on rent vouchers to stabilize the balance between market-rate and subsidized housing units; or the construction of market-rate or workforce housing.

In neighborhoods with little affordable housing, the introduction of mixed-income communities can jump-start the process for bringing about diversity, affordability, and balance. Much of the affordable housing being constructed today aims to create balanced communities by providing a variety of housing at a variety of price points. People with rising incomes or growing families can move up without having to move out of the community. Seniors can downsize without leaving their family and friends. Adult children can stay in the neighborhood in which they grew up. Households can move from subsidized housing to a home of their own without having to relocate. The presence of long-term residents who stay active and vested in their community helps maintain a sense of community.

From the developer’s perspective, a mixed-income, mixed-product development mitigates the development risk by appealing to a variety of potential customers. Market-rate units can help cross-subsidize the income-restricted units, making the development more financially feasible. The proper ratio of market-rate, workforce, and low-income housing units in any one community is a matter of some debate, and the answer may vary based on the situation in the surrounding community. Many developers think that at least 50 percent of the units in larger mixed-income communities should be market-rate housing to ensure community stability and provide options for families to move up from subsidized or small units.

**First Ward Place**

First Ward Place in Charlotte, North Carolina, is a successful HOPE VI mixed-income community that was developed by NationsBank Community Development Corporation (now Bank of America CDC) and the Charlotte Housing Authority. The redevelopment created 250 units of public housing, 50 units of workforce housing for families earning 80 percent or less of the area median income, and 101 market-rate units of for-sale and rental housing.

Because of First Ward Place’s well-thought-out design and planning, the community’s market-rate units have proven popular. One-third of the for-sale units are reserved for former public housing residents who have improved their financial situation to the point of being able to afford market-rate housing. In order to buy and occupy these units, the purchasers must first attend and graduate from the Charlotte Housing Authority’s Homeownership Institute.

The exceptional design and planning of First Ward Place in Charlotte, North Carolina, led to quick sales for the market-rate units.
It is now widely accepted that much of the public housing built in the mid-20th century was a massive failure—its configuration too isolating, its scale too dense, its towers too tall, its residents too uniformly poor. Unfortunately, powerful negative images of failed high-rise, public housing developments and their associated social problems have been burned into the country’s collective consciousness, leaving a lingering negative perception of affordable housing. People are still less familiar with the attractive, lower-density, mixed-income communities where much of today’s affordable housing development is taking place; in these communities, most residents cannot tell the difference between the market-rate units and the affordable ones.

The lessons from past failures have not been lost on today’s affordable housing designers, many of whom are creating award-winning communities. Good design can foster a sense of community, provide for the safety of residents, and ultimately create community pride. In fact, one of the great lessons from public housing’s failed approach is to focus on building communities and neighborhoods, not projects and developments.

The resources for the development of affordable housing are typically limited, which demands creativity from developers and design professionals. They put significant effort into value-engineering interior and exterior spaces to create the most value for the least cost. This may mean reassessing how spaces are used and challenging traditional thinking regarding design and density. The following design guidelines can help designers and developers create high-quality affordable housing and great communities:

- Create curb appeal. Does this look like a place in which you would like to live? Attractive housing fosters resident pride.
- Scale projects to respect the neighborhood. In some neighborhoods, the rehabbing of existing units may be an appropriate scale. Other areas may support large multifamily structures. The proper scale will promote a healthy connection between the development and its surrounding neighborhood.
- Foster a sense of ownership. Involve your target market in the design of the building, so that it reflects their needs and tastes.
- Orient windows to put “eyes” on the street. Street watching can instill a sense of ownership in residents and it serves as a de facto neighborhood watch program—and thereby makes the neighborhood safer.
- Use public spaces to foster a sense of community among residents.
- Provide adequate light and air circulation in the homes.
- Recognize the context of the surrounding neighborhood, but do not rely solely on replication.
- Consider the entry sequence. The character of the entry can be a defining element in the perceived quality of the building. The entry should be clear and identifiable so that all site elements contribute a better whole. Entry points for residents and visitors should be clearly defined.
- Use the lobby to set the tone for the building. The lobby or reception space should be clearly defined, attractive, and well lighted.
- Study pedestrian paths and address problems. Worn dirt paths, for example, produce negative impressions.
- Address issues of parking and auto circulation. Is there enough parking? Insufficient parking causes stress to residents and neighbors. Parking should be located appropriately. For example, a parking field in front of a building on an otherwise residential street will not give the right impression.
- Use lighting to enhance security. Good lighting helps to define and enhance a property at night. A well-lit site is not only secure, but also attractive.
- Make use of distinctive and clear signage wherever possible. Depending on how it is designed and placed, signage can go both ways—it can enhance or intrude on the design of a building.
- Use good landscaping to both enhance security and define the property. Good landscaping provides shading exposure as well as cooling of the overall site, and thus contributes to the energy-efficiency of the building.
- Use fencing carefully. Decorative fencing can be used to define the character of a property as well as enhance security. However, well-designed affordable housing does not rely heavily on security fencing for safety.
- Consider LEED elements. (LEED is a building rating system that focuses on energy and environmental design; it rates a project’s greenness.)
- Know where to cut costs and think long term. Drastically reducing room sizes or installing cheap equipment or finishes might not save money in the long term because of increased maintenance costs. Additionally, excessive cost-cutting may contradict the goal of increasing the inventory of high-quality affordable housing.

The Townhomes on Capitol Hill

The Townhomes on Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C., replaced the crime-ridden Ellen Wilson public housing project. The 134-unit community includes rowhouses and semidetached homes that are available to households with a range of incomes from 50 to 115 percent of the area median income. An extensive process of design and planning culminated in the decision to make the units indistinguishable from the Victorian style townhouses that are prevalent in the neighborhood. The development integrates seamlessly with its neighborhood and one is hard-pressed to tell where the old neighborhood ends and the new development begins.

Developed by the Ellen Wilson Community Development Corporation, Corcoran Jennison, and Telesis, the development is a HOPE VI success story. A HOPE VI grant of $25 million funded construction. The Washington, D.C.-based landscape architecture firm Oehme, van Sweden and Associates provided site planning. While using only five building types, the architect, Amy Weinstein & Associates, achieved a diversity of facades by varying materials, fixtures, and colors.
Well-planned affordable housing is a long-term investment and a key component of a healthy community. Affordable housing developers need to pause amidst the busy development process to respect, relate, and respond to their customers, the ultimate residents of the housing they are developing. While a current project is temporarily the developer’s undertaking, remember that the developer is building permanent homes, relationships, connections, lifestyles, and community.

To cultivate a community, it is necessary to bring together multiple entities. Consulting, involving, and responding to the community, buyers, and residents are activities that build a sense of ownership (literally and otherwise) and create a sense of home, neighborhood, and community.

Community participation is key. Community members must be involved in initial project meetings and residents consulted on unit design, programs, and planning. Participatory activities will keep the energy high and provide residents with a meaningful role in project development. An inclusive, people-driven process will gain acceptance from the businesses, neighborhoods, and politicians affected by the project. Broad community support is essential to ensure the residents’ success.

Affordable housing developers should take stock of the neighborhood’s assets and respond to the community’s vision for the neighborhood. An assessment of the social, economic, and environmental factors in the community will help identify what is working and what is not, what is valued and what needs to be improved. It helps to ask community members where they envision themselves living in ten, 20, and 50 years. By listening to the community and responding to its vision, the developer can create a development plan focused on common goals related to a healthy environment, a strong economy, and a high quality of life. Collective decision making increases pride and investment in the community, which, in turn, encourage high-quality maintenance and adherence to community rules and policies on the part of residents.

A socially and economically inclusive development can seamlessly integrate lower-income residents into the broader community. One rule of thumb is to design without gates and fences. New development should connect to the surrounding neighborhood by streets, parks, paths, and natural areas. It is important to make lower-income residents a part of mainstream society, both physically and emotionally.

The developer should seek to accommodate the housing preferences of all buyers and renters regardless of income. Like their more well-off counterparts, lower-income residents want amenities. Extra resources for providing them might be found by looking at the site and determining which public agencies or other partners might have a reason to shoulder some of the costs. A city’s recreation department might...
spend money to refurbish a community center or the public library system might be persuaded to open a branch library in the project. In Seattle, developers can take advantage of a Seattle City Light program to reimburse developers for the extra money spent on energy-saving lights, washers, and dryers and on other energy-saving features. The utility’s reimbursements enable many developers to incorporate green building materials into their projects, which, in turn, constitute an important money-saving feature for lower-income buyers.

Finally, affordable housing developers should incorporate programs that encourage ownership, that facilitate transitions from rental to ownership and build wealth. Various federal, state, local government, and private initiatives provide financing, technical assistance, and educational resources to encourage affordable homeownership. Developers should consider partnering with lenders, local governments, and neighborhood residents to educate potential homebuyers on realistic homebuying goals. Some programs enable low-income families to contribute sweat equity to the building of their own home.
Affordable housing developers build for the long term. Market-rate, for-sale housing developments sell out in a matter of years and market-rent rental properties are often sold after a specified holding period. Affordable housing developments, on the other hand, often are required to remain affordable over the long term. Affordable housing developers must develop, finance, and manage for property longevity, which means integrating sustainability into all aspects of the project.

The period for which affordability requirements are in place is commonly known as the compliance period. While it is difficult to predict how the area around the project site will develop over the compliance period, it is a good idea to try to establish a terminal value that reflects the likely status of the property given its geography, assumed capital improvements, and likely demographics, while also taking into account the potential for future developments.

High Point Neighborhood Redevelopment

The redevelopment of the High Point public housing project in Seattle, Washington, involves 1,600 units on 120 acres. New infrastructure, buildings, and community facilities, funded in part with HOPE VI grants, nurture pride, encourage resident interaction, and improve sustainability. The restoration of street and open-space connections with the surrounding community has integrated High Point contextually into its historic Seattle neighborhood. The former public housing project has been reborn as a safe, accessible, mixed-income, multigenerational community.

The redevelopment includes a number of innovative features, including a 34-block natural drainage system to protect a salmon stream and a first-in-the-nation housing cluster built expressly for families with children who suffer from asthma. To obtain input on neighborhood design, High Point’s planners met numerous
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account inflation. Building for sustainability offers the best chance of maintaining long-term value.

Sustainable development is high-quality development, but it does not need to be high-cost development. Through creative design and value-engineering, developers can create sustainable communities while maintaining affordability. Key qualities of sustainable affordable housing are that it promotes economic vitality, fosters environmental integrity, and encourages a sense of community today and for future generations. More specifically, such housing should promote health, conserve energy and natural resources, and provide easy access to jobs, schools, and services. It is best to take a holistic approach to sustainable affordable housing that focuses on people instead of buildings. It is important to focus also on the role that individual...
projects—not only master-planned communities, but also small-scale projects—can play in transforming existing neighborhoods into sustainable communities.

The focus on sustainability should begin with site selection. Development on infill sites is inherently more sustainable than that on undeveloped sites. Infrastructure costs are lower, transportation alternatives are available, it does not use up agricultural or natural lands, and it makes a positive contribution to local economic and social vitality. Sites should be connected to trails, open space, parks, streets, and public transit. Project design should think beyond the car, incorporating options for bicycling, ridesharing, accessing trains and buses, and walking.

The incorporation of greener systems contributes to sustainability. Green affordable housing can reduce utility bills, create healthier living environments, and save non-renewable resources. Some green options—for example, the use of native plants in landscaping and the use of nontoxic (zero-VOC) paints—cost no more than standard options. Other green options—for example, using old paving material as backfill in trenches and minimizing the amount of grading—can actually save money. Some green options, such as energy-efficient heating and cooling systems, can cost more initially but offer long-term savings in operating or maintenance costs. For lower-income residents, investment in high-quality and efficient HVAC and other building systems is important to the degree that it achieves savings in maintenance and replacement costs and significantly lowers utility bills.

Affordable housing developers should think sustainability when specifying building materials. With projects that operate on tight budgets, affordable housing developers are generally careful to invest in nonstandard strategies only where they make economic sense. Green materials offer numerous benefits and opportunities for a project. The recycling of construction materials, which can often be reused for on-site public art projects, saves money. Specifying materials that result in durable surfaces reduces maintenance fees for residents and managers. Affordable housing developers should think beyond meeting local, state, or national green-building standards to setting examples of sustainability. Sometimes the budget limitations of affordable housing projects force creative solutions.

Sustainable development requires a flexible approach and long-term thinking. Sustainability is the glue that unites the financing, planning, zoning, designing, marketing, selling, and building of an affordable housing development. A sustainable development fosters a sense of community that benefits buyers over the long term. Developers need to look into the future: How will future investors benefit from today’s planning and design choices? How will the community change and adapt?
Planning for sustainability does not stop at buildout. Developers need to put in place a strong strategy that addresses long-term operational issues, including the following:

- the protection of open space;
- the funding and maintenance of key programs and amenities;
- retention of green infrastructure;
- responsible environmental management;
- the mix of uses and incomes;
- continued high standards of architecture;
- the execution of maintenance plans for the building, the site, the community, and the infrastructure;
- financing for long-term management and maintenance;
- responses to disasters and replacement needs; and
- the education of residents on the subject of maintaining and improving important sustainable features.